
 

AH15 1x12 combo

The AH15 is a Hand Wired 15W valve guitar combo designed to deliver vintage guitar tones.
Using a mix of classic and unusual circuit design this all valve combo will provide a wealth of classic 
and modern tones to suit most guitar styles.
Inspired by some great vintage classic amps, it incorporates features and tones from the best of them.

Features:

‘Cascode’ Front end. This little used circuit topology uses a standard triode (ECC83)  to give gain 
levels and tone similar to a small signal pentode. The gain from this is in excess of 200! And unlike 
many Pentodes operated at this level is less prone to microphonics. The stage also has similar sonic 
properties to a small signal pentode.

Wide range tone controls. The simple tone circuitry provides an excellent range of control over the 
guitars range but also changes the gain structure of the amp giving a slight gain boost depending on 
settings used.

Paraphase Inverter.   Based on a very early type of Phase inverter, as used by many Vintage Supro, 
Gretsch and Valco amps. This gives a real vintage, characterful gnarly tone, very well suited to blues 
and vintage rock. Its deliberate ‘imbalance’ adds rich even harmonics and full tone to the power amp.
It also allows us to use a unique placement of the master volume

Power Amp Response control. This allows the amp to be dialled down from 100% power to much 
lower output levels. It also changes the way the power amp responds. 
At lower settings not only does the amp provide less power but has a more compressed and smoother 
tone. 
At Higher setting the response is crisp and defined with less compression and more push.

Cathode biased output section. The 6V6 output valves are operated in cathode bias mode and will 
self adjust when new ones are fitted. 

Hand-wired Turret board construction. For maximum reliability and ease of servicing used well over 
spec components (eg all our resistors are rated for a minimum of twice the power they will ever see).

Valves:

3 x ECC83 ( pre-amp and Phase Inverter) 

2X 6V6 (output)



Speaker: Tayden High Brit

Control Panel features

Gain Sets the amount of pre-amp gain from clean to mean.

Treble. The Treble control not only acts as a high frequency tone control but also controls high 
frequency gain, giving more gain at high and high mid frequencies as it is moved clockwise. 

Bass.  Controls the low, and low mid frequencies. Again this is interactive with the volume control.

Master  A unique Phase Inverter based master that avoids the typical ‘thin’ tone at low settings.  The 
amps paraphase inverter allows this type of master to be used

Power Amp Response This unique control reduces output power of the power section allowing output 
section overdrive at lower volume levels with added compression and smoothness. Dialled low the 
amp has less output but will compress more and give a smother sound suited to jazz or early blues.
Dialed high the amps gives more output with sharper more defied tones with added aggression and 
bite more suited to classic blues and early rock (think early Led Zeppelin tones).

What’s it gonna sound like?

Classic Blues is the order of the day here. Vintage style crunch and sustain like early 50’s American 
amps but with boosted gain levels, more tonal control and the flexibility of a controlled response 
output section.

This is the blues in a box!


